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by Andrew Larsen

by Max Brooks

With his best friend Max going away to
chess camp, Henry faces a long, boring
summer, until his family agrees to take
care of his grandfather's dog, Rupert, and
Henry does something irresponsible that
he wishes he could undo

An official tie-in to the globally popular
video game traces the story of a new
hero stranded in the world of Minecraft
who must survive a harsh environment
while unraveling the secrets of a
mysterious island.
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by James Nicol

by Tui Sutherland

Sent away in disgrace after failing her
witch's assessment, Arianwyn learns that
the remote community where she works
as a magic apprentice is under the
shadow of a dark hex infestation.

When a young NightWing has the first
prophecy in generations of the end of
Pyrrhia, five young dragons are tasked
with saving the world
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by Ursula Vernon

by Melissa De la Cruz

Approached by a salesman who
attempts to sell her magic beans, Harriet
Hamsterbone is astonished when one of
the beans grows into a towering
beanstalk that leads to a giant castle.

A latest entry in the best-selling series
that includes Return to the Isle of the Lost
finds Mal, Evie, Carlos and Jay
scrambling to protect Auradon when a
villain from their past returns.
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by Alexander McCall Smith

Summoned to the Kingdom of Fantasy by
a fairy who needs his help escaping from
an evil wizard, Geronimo Stilton teams up
with friends to foil the wizard's nefarious
plot.

Voyaging thousands of miles to a small
Caribbean island, Ben and Fee
MacTavish and their Tobermory
classmates learn extraordinary details
about Captain Macbeth's past before an
attacking band of pirates challenges
their survival skills.

Royal crush
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by Geronimo Stilton

by Meg Cabot
Anticipating her 13th birthday at the
same time her older half-sister, Mia,
prepares to give birth to twins, Olivia
reluctantly anticipates the Royal School
Winter Games.

by Jarrett Krosoczka
Disappointed when her best friend gets
the lead in the year's musical, Jedi
Academy sophomore Victor Starspeeder
dreads his protective older sister's
approaching graduation and
contemplates returning to his classclown behavior.

